In this paper we analyze the performance of a recursive and an iterative Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, written in Id and run on MINT, a simulator for the Monsoon data ow machine. Our complexity measures are: the number of instructions executed, the critical path length of the data ow graph, and the storage occupancy. Using a set of simple functions, we calibrate loop and divide-and-conquer behavior of Monsoon, and compare it with the Tagged Token Data ow Architecture. We discuss the issues in explicit resource management in a functional language, introduce the language features required for this, and show results of our resource managed FFT programs.
Introduction
The promise of a high-level parallel programming language that automatically extracts the available parallelism of a program and maps it on a scalable parallel machine has been of research interest to a number of functional language groups around the world. The bene ts provided by functional languages over traditional imperative languages have been argued about for many years. The elimination of explicit, machine dependent, parallel constructs, can clearly improve the productivity of the programmer by eradicating the nest of bugs, booby traps and assorted synchronization errors that fester in imperative parallel implementations. Still the need for optimal performance equally a ects the complexity of the programming e ort. This double edged requirement of a programmer's productivity inevitably has lead to biases pro This work is supported by a grant from Motorola Inc., by NSF Grant MIP-9113268, and by U.S. Department of Energy Contract W-7405- or contra functional languages, that are more beliefs than facts. A primary factor contributing to this state of a airs has been the lack of substantial hardware and software capabilities to test these ideas and elevate them beyond academic feasability. Fortunately, with functional languages, compiler technology, and hardware quickly maturing and becoming available for use, we have the opportunity to assess the validity of the functional approach. These developments are most evident in the construction of e cient implementations for functional languages such as Sisal 4] and the construction of data ow machines such as ETL's Sigma- 1 15] , EM-4 13] and EM- 5 14] , Sandia National Laboratories' Epsilon- 2 5] , and Motorola and MIT's Monsoon 17] and their current development * T 11] . One interesting aspect of the evolving data ow model is the move away from the traditional ne-grain \Tagged Token Data ow Architecture" (TTDA) 2] to a medium-grain multithreaded data ow model.
In this paper, we extend our previous analysis 3] (based on GITA, a simulator for the MIT TTDA) of Fast Fourier Transforms, to include both their time and space complexities based on the idealized performance for the Monsoon machine. The programs are written in the data ow language Id 10] , and we use the parallel programming environment Id World to develop the various data ow implementations. The idealized performance for the Monsoon machine is simulated using MINT 8] . As in 3] our approach is comparative. We study two algorithmic approaches to the FFT, a recursive and an iterative one, and in each version we examine the e ect of a variety of di erent implementations. We show that the tradeo between time and space can have signi cant in uence on the users choice of a functional algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss our parallel complexity measures. In section 3 we present some simple calibrating loops and double recursive functions and use these to evaluate the TTDA and Monsoon architectures. In section 4 we take the FFTs, that were found to be optimal on the TTDA, to the Monsoon. In section 5 we augment our codes with explicit resource management constructs. In section 6 we show simulation results for our FFT algorithms. In section 7 we present our conclusions. In the appendix we provides the actual codes discussed in this paper.
Parallel Complexity Measures
An incentive to use the data ow model of computation follows from its ability to express all forms of parallelism, making data ow an ideal environment for the analysis of parallel algorithms, their sequential threads, and their resource requirements 6, 16] . Initial evaluation of a data ow program is performed using the Id World programming environment, that collects statistics while it executes the code 9]. Simulation proceeds in discrete time steps as it executes all instructions whose data is available. It is assumed that every instruction executes and sends its resulting data to its successor instructions in exactly one time step. As with the simulator GITA for the TTDA, the MINT simulator provides performance information for the Monsoon machine on the idealized instruction level. Hardware issues such as switch delay are not modelled by MINT. Two time related measures are recorded: S 1 , the total number of instructions executed, and the critical path length S 1 , the number of parallel time steps required, when the availability of an unbounded number of processors is assumed. The parallelism of the program is displayed in an (ideal) parallelism pro le by plotting the number of executed instructions at each time step. A related measure = bS 1 =S 1 c gives the average parallelism. The measure ISO, for I-store occupancy, represents the amount of data structure storage required. The measure TSO, for total storage occupancy, records frame store plus I-store occupancy. Both occupancy measures are recorded per time step.
Analysis of Loops and Double Recursion
It is evident that the behavior in terms of S 1 and S 1 , of loops and double recursion is critical to data ow implementations. For this reason, we begin by comparing the TTDA and Monsoon performance for some simple loops and a double recursive function. Consider the following functions and their comparative performance found in Table 1 . The function w increments a number s in a while loop with loop carried data dependence, ww increments a number r and applies w in a nested loop, a creates an array with elements 1 to n using a simple loop, ab creates the same array in a strip-mined fashion, abe2 creates the same array applying two independent loops, and d sums n 1-s together in a double recursive style. def w n = {s=0 In {while s<n do next s=s+1; finally s}}; def ww m n = {s=0;r=0 In {while s<m do next s=s+1;next r=r+w n; finally r}}; def a n = {R=1D_I_array (1,n) In {for i <-1 to n do R i] = i; finally R}}; def ab n c = {R=1D_I_array (1,n) In {for j <-1 to n by c bound (div n c) do {for i <-j to j+c-1 do R i] = i }; finally R} }; def abe2 n = { R = 1D_I_array (1, n); h = div n 2; { for i <-1 to h do R i] = i }; { for i <-h+1 to n do R i] = i } in R } ; As we reported in 3], on the TTDA it takes 5 time steps along the critical path to spawn a loop body, whether it is an inner loop, an outer loop or an array comprehension. We call the number of steps along the critical path to spawn a loop the loop rate. The loop rate plays an important role in the parallelism of a program. A high loop rate decreases the parallelism of a program. In a nested loop, for example, the number of inner loops that run in parallel is S 1 (innerloop)=looprate. Note that this is independent of the total number of inner loops. Therefore, the amount of parallelism that is actually exploited in a program with loops can di er from our abstract complexity measure. The behavior of ww on the TTDA is an example of how the loop rate in uences the parallelism of a program. The inner loop is almost sequential and its critical path length can be varied by varying n. The outer loop spawns inner-loops every loop rate time steps, so the inner loops are skewed on top of each other. The critical path length of the ww program is therefore O(m + n).
Divide and conquer programs do not su er from this skewing e ect, as exempli ed by the function d, where S 1 grows linearly, S 1 grows logarithmically with n and the parallelism is O(n).
The S 1 numbers for Monsoon and TTDA di er for a number of reasons. First, where the TTDA is an idealized architecture with a complex instruction set, the Monsoon is a real machine, built upon the reduced instruction set principles. Second, the Id compilers for TTDA and Monsoon di er. The combined e ect on machine behaviour cannot always be precisely predicted. This is why we need to measure these phenomena. On the Monsoon the loop rate varies from 1 for w to 8 for a ( Table 1) . Because of its simplicity the w function gets highly optimized by the new Id to Monsoon compiler. On Monsoon the default bound for loops is 1. The bound of a loop determines the number of loop bodies that will execute in parallel. With a loop bound of 1, even nested loops run almost sequentially ( = 2 for ww).
Creating more parallelism by increasing the loop bound turns out to be very costly on Monsoon, especially in S 1 . This is because the implementation of a k-bounded loop involves setting up a circular bu er of activation frames, and assessing the termination of individual loop bodies. This is exempli ed by the numbers for ab, which is a strip-mined 18] parallel version of a. Strip-mining, also called chunking, makes a loop parallel and e cient by turning it into a nested loop, where the outer loop provides the parallelism and the inner loop the e ciency. Note that the bound in ab is declared explicitly, overriding the default bound of 1 for loops on Monsoon. Where on the TTDA ab performs much better than a in terms of S 1 at a small cost in S 1 , the S 1 of ab doubles that of a on Monsoon. When it is possible to break a loop in two completely independent sub-loops (which involves breaking a data dependence most of the time), this pays o especially in terms of S 1 . We can see this by comparing the numbers for ab to those of abe2 on Monsoon.
For both the TTDA and the Monsoon it is essential to get the loop rate down so that the parallelism inherent in the algorithm is exposed. As we have seen, we can do this either by strip-mining or by explicitly breaking a loop into a number of data independent sub-loops. In the FFT codes, the technique of explicitly breaking a loop in two or four independent sub-loops can be applied to the Iterative Shu e and the Roots of Unity computation.
Comparisons between TTDA and Monsoon
For the purpose of comparing the TTDA with the Monsoon machine, we look at the recursive and iterative FFT algorithms developed for the TTDA 3] . Fig. 1A in the appendix shows the recursive FFT formulation straight from the mathematical de nition. The only language feature that may need some explanation is array comprehension, which in Id takes the form: farray < bounds > j(< target >=< expression > jj < generator >) g In bounds the dimension and size of the resulting array are declared. Each target, expression, and generator triple creates a loop: for generator do array target] = expression. Note that in the function t, recursive invocations are applied to the odd and even elements of V until the size of V is one. The data dependencies occurring in the combination from smaller to larger arrays form \butter y" patterns. In Fig.  1A , the de nitions of the arrays Coe , Prod , and the result of t are implemented with this combination.
As explained in 3], we use the Abstracted Parallel Complexity of algorithms as a yard stick in our comparative studies. The abstracted parallel complexity measures the total work, the critical path length, and the parallelism of the data dependence graph of the abstract algorithm, and is free from issues concerning language implementation, computational model, and architecture. The topology of the dependence graph of the abstract algorithm is not necessarily the same as the topology of the data ow graph generated by the compiler. The abstracted complexity measure is useful in incrementally evaluating the path from algorithm, via language and computational model, to machine architecture, and checking how far the dependence graph of the program di ers from the dependence graph of the abstract algorithm.
The FFT algorithm consists of two parts. In the rst part the original array elements are reordered. This can be done either by shu ing, as in the recursive algorithm, or by bit-reversal of the index, as in the iterative algorithm. In the second part of the algorithm the array elements are combined in a butter y dependence pattern. This involves O(log(n)) combination stages, where n is the size of the input array. Consequently, both algorithms have an Abstracted Parallel Complexity of O(nlog(n)) total work and O(log(n)) critical path length. Also, both abstract algorithms use at most O(n) amount of data-structure space at a certain time in their execution. The use of array comprehensions in the butter y part of the computation makes it impossible to derive two or more values in the expression part of the comprehension and assign these to two or more targets in the array. This restriction in array comprehensions implies that either the operands must be recomputed or stored, as in Fig. 1A . To avoid this extra work, the butter y part has been rewritten using a loop instead of an array comprehension. Also, we employ a standard technique to table the roots of unity once in the main function calling t. Strip-mining balances the amount of parallelism against S 1 . In the appendix, Fig. 2A shows the improved strip-mined recursive FFT algorithm. Referring back to Table 1 and section 3, the S 1 and S 1 measures for the Monsoon increase rapidly when allowing larger bounds. For chunk = 16 and bound = 16, which are time optimal for the recursive FFT on the TTDA, the performance on Monsoon shows a degradation in S 1 . In Table 2 The results in Table 2 indicate the importance of choosing both the chunk and bound sizes for the Monsoon machine. The strategy of picking the optimal chunk and bound sizes is unfortunately not straight forward. Look, for example, at the bounds set at L/4. Here L varies for each invocation of the loop, and consequently the loop bound varies as well. By xing the loop bounds, as in the last line of Table 2 , we nd that S 1 decreases but S 1 increases by factors between 2 and 4. Fig. 1 compares the time optimal parallelism pro les of the recursive FFT algorithm for TTDA and Monsoon. The chunk and bound sizes for these pro les are chunk = 16 and bound = 16 for the TTDA, and chunk = 4 and bound = L/4 for the Monsoon.
The di erences in S 1 and S 1 should not lead one to the conclusion that the TTDA design is superior over the Monsoon machine, rather that the Monsoon machine has a more realistic instruction set design. Moreover, the resource requirements of our the FFT algorithms still have to be explicitly managed and to be taken into account in our comparative evaluation.
Resource Management
As the Id compiler does not generate code for garbage collection, we need to resource manage our codes explicitly. This involves the use of deallocation constructs combined with a barrier construct | In a block: An array of composite structures, such as tuples, is represented by (a pointer to) an I-structure of pointers to I-structures containing the tuple elements. It turns out that @release deallocates the array of pointers only. Deallocating the whole structure, including the components, requires a more elaborate construct, that rst deallocates all components and then the array of pointers to these components. In the case of a 1D I array this is performed by a library function called free 1d I array and components. Complex numbers are tuples, hence composite objects. When a composite array element gets a value assigned, there are two options.
1. A new composite object is created and a pointer to this object is stored in the array. This occurs for instance in the butter y part of function t:
2. The element is an existing element e.g. of another array. In this case a pointer to the already existing composite object is created. This occurs in the shu e function:
The programmer needs to know whether to deallocate the array of pointers only, or the whole structure. This depends on whether other data-structures share components with the one to be deallocated. In the case of the t codes, most of the time an array is created solely out of new objects (butter y), or solely out of old objects (shu e). When deallocating a shu e array result, the complex numbers need to be kept, i.e., only the array of pointers needs to be deallocated, hence a @release is used. When deallocating a intermediate butter y array result, there is no sharing, hence the whole structure including the complex components, can be deallocated using free 1d I array and components. There is, however, a pitfall in the conditional that tests the bottom of the recursion (see Fig. 1A in the appendix). In the \then" branch the function yields an already existing pointer, while in the \else" branch an array is created with pointers to new composite elements. But now, one level up the call hierarchy, it becomes unclear whether OddV and fftO (or EvenV and fftE) point at the same object. Fortunately we are able solve this problem and improve the program at the same time by a standard FFT optimization of having the recursion bottom out at size == 4 and making the butter y of 4 a special case. Fig. 4A , in the appendix shows the recursive, strip-mined FFT with explicit deallocation.
The iterative FFTs are easier to resource manage, as their structure is simpler. The main loop of the t function creates a next array A by applying a butter y combination to the previous array elements. After this the previous array can be deallocated: { while n >= mmax do typeof B = 1d_i_array(cmplx_type); next A = B; B = ... ; next mmax = mmax * 2; ---_ = Free_1d_I_array_and_components A; finally A } Fig. 5A in the appendix shows the iterative FFT algorithm that is strip-mined and explicitly resource managed. In this algorithm the loop in iter shu e is explicitly split in 4 sub-loops as this loop turns out to be on the critical path of the program and bounding turns out to be too expensive in S 1 .
Results
Our study of the resource management issues is restricted to the Monsoon machine. In Table 3 is a list of the FFT algorithms studied using the MINT simulator. We have adopted the following naming convention: R is Recursive, I is Iterative, CH is Chunked, NR is Not Resource managed and RM is Resource Managed. The I-storage and parallelism pro les for the recursive FFTs are seen in Fig. 2 . R CH NR is the program from Fig 2A in the appendix, developed are shown in Table 2 . R CH RM ( g 4A in the appendix) stops recursion at size == 4, which yields a considerable improvement in S 1 .
Resource management saves about half of the maximal I-storage use in the recursive algorithms. This is because deallocation can start after the innermost t terminates, which is halfway though the computation. The parallelism pro le in Fig. 2 . reveals the price that must be paid in S 1 to achieve resource management. The parallelism pro le for R CH RM appears ragged enough to concern us about load balancing issues on the Monsoon hardware. However, this is an issue to be discussed in a subsequent paper.
The results for the iterative FFT algorithms are shown in Fig. 3 . There are a number of things to note.
The resource usage of the iterative algorithms is about half that of the recursive ones, as the creation of intermediate shu e arrays is avoided. Notice the high S 1 count of I CH NR ( g 3A in the appendix). Its TTDA and Monsoon measures are shown in Table 2 . This again shows the e ect of two crucial improvements to the algorithm that we implemented in the other two iterative codes: having a bottom case for butter ies of size 4, and avoiding the high cost of strip-mining, but still getting enough parallelism, by breaking some essential loops explicitly into sub-loops. In this case this is done for the computation of the roots of unity and the index bit-reversal function. I CH RM log 2 n and I CH RM bound2 are identical codes except for the choice of the bounding of the outer loop (see Fig. 5A in the appendix.) In I CH RM log 2 n this loop bound is \log 2 n", which means that all stages of the butter y combination run in parallel. In I CH RM bound2 the bound is xed at 2, which means that only two stages of the butter y combination run in parallel. I CH RM log 2 n turns out to be ine ective in terms of ISO max as all data structures are in use at the same time. Therefore, I CH RM log 2 n reveals an interesting mismatch between the computational parallelism and the parallelism of array allocations. The allocation of all arrays races ahead, while the computation of the array elements slowly catches up. The resource management of I CH RM bound2 is e ective, as only two butter y arrays are in use at the same time. This again shows the trade-o between parallelism and resource use. Our last measure, TSO, takes into account both the I-store occupancy and the frame store occupancy. The frame store contains the activation record tree of the enabled parallel execution streams. We see in Fig. 4 that the total space requirements are closely related to the available parallelism in the corresponding FFTs as seen in Figs. 2 and 3 . Note that when the parallelism is unconstrained, as in the case for I CH NR, an enormous amount of space is used. However as barriers and lower loop bounds are restricting the available parallelism, a drastic space savings in obtained. This is exactly the situation in I CH RM log 2 n and even more so in I CH RM bound2. Since the contexts are allocated and deallocated by the run time system, note that the plot corresponding to I CH NR peaks at TSO max = 67; 361 and then falls back to its ISO = 4; 520 value when it terminates normal execution. A comparison between the iterative and recursive FFTs, now indicates the superior advantage of I CH RM log 2 n over R CH RM in terms of total resource requirements. No doubt the decision to default loop bounds to 1 for the Monsoon machine is strongly related to the results shown in Fig. 4 . The price of asynchronous parallelism is not only paid in extra instructions, but also in excessive storage use.
Conclusion
We have used the notion of an abstracted parallel complexity of a parallel algorithm to evaluate both the time and space requirements of two FFT algorithms for the Monsoon machine. By applying this comparative analysis, we were led to techniques, such as strip-mining and loop bounding, that appear to be signi cant issues for Monsoon type machines. This analytical approach allows us to understand S 1 , S 1 , ISO max , and TSO max and incrementally evaluate those cases where the actual numbers do not closely comply with our abstracted model. The results presented in this paper indicate that important improvements in the parallelism, total work e ciency, and resource usage can be achieved by striving for an actual parallelism and resource usage pro le that is in accordance with the abstracted complexity of the parallel algorithm. Clearly, the analysis that was performed in this paper could not have been possible without the Id World tools. Using Id world, it is possible to understand and control the resource use of our programs.
There are two lessons learned from this experiment. The rst is that the loop rate plays an important role in the ability to exploit the parallelism available. The lower the loop rate, the more parallelism can be exploited. The second lesson is that the advantages of non-strictness are partly overshadowed by the synchronization requirements of resource management. The notion of exploiting large amounts of ne grain parallelism to overcome latency and improve the execution time, comes at a high price in resource use.
The strengths of functional languages include their machine independence and their implicit expression of parallelism. This provides for portable parallel code. As an example, Sisal programs can be run on a variety of parallel machines with competitive e ciency 4]. However, even though a code can be portable, and even though it is a great step forward to have a rst version of a program easily installed on a new machine, the e ciency of the code may not be portable. That is, for di erent machines we may need to tune our programs, or may even come up with di erent optimal algorithms. Examples of code tuning are chosing a recursive or iterative algorithm, determining loop order and granularity to assist the compiler to detect vectorizable or parallelizable code, and picking the appropriate data structure. The development of e cient parallel codes is as intellectually challenging for the functional programming paradigm as it is for imperative paradigm. Implicit parallel programming does have the important advantage that even the optimizations are independent of the number of processors, and that the non-sequential nature of the language provides a better starting point from which to tune codes for execution on parallel hardware. 
